
Piggyback weaves and slices can be used to create bold
looking styles. This technique of piggyback foiling or ‘back
to back’ foiling channels the color or bleach to the root, and
eliminates lines of demarcation without worry of spots or
color bleeds. You will never be forced to take to much hair
in one foil to create a more pronounced look with the ZipA
Piggyback techniques. Simply combine your foils with
piggyback weaves for a thicker weave look or piggyback
slices for a solid panel look.

Piggyback or ‘Back to Back’ Foils

Place the first ZipA foil,
either with the ZipA
Traditional Method of
weaving and slicing or
with the Weaving Edge
Method. Apply color
solution and fold in half.

Take a thin layer of hair
above the ZipA you just
placed. Use the Traditional
Method to weave or slice the
hair. Do not leave hair
between the weave section
and the previously placed foil.

Hold the section of
weaved or sliced hair up
to expose the parted
hairline. Place the ZipA
above the ZipA you just
completed. There should
be no hair in between the
two foils. Lock the ZipA in
place by pressing across
the top zigzag edge.
Apply color and fold in
half, as shown in the
Traditional Method.

Sectioning And Placement

ZipA foil is most effective when placed on an angle in the
back, side and middle sections of the head. There are many
benefits to placing foils on angles, such as, greater color
coverage using fewer foils, no unwanted lines at the root, and
more natural looking re-growth. The degree of angle can be
slight for more color coverage, or vertical for less coverage. In
the top section of the head, ZipA foil can be placed in any
direction.

PLACE ZIPA FOILS IN ANGLES

BETTER COVERAGE
LESS TIME

SUPERIOR RESULTS

4. In the top section of the head you can place foils in numerous
patterns. These helpful ZipA formations can be placed using the back
to back foiling technique, to create a bolder look, or as single foils for
less of a dramatic look. It’s easy to mix and match your techniques
with combinations of color and bleach products. The possibilities with
ZipA are endless!

1. Start by placing your foils across the lower section of
the head on an angle.

2.Section-off the top level (3) to
expose the middle section (2).
Divide the middle sectioning (2)
into two working half-sections as
shown by the blue arrows.

3. Start at the center in the
back of the middle section
and angle or vertically
place the foils working
toward the hairline. Mirror
this pattern of foils on the
opposite side.

ANGLE BLOCK COMBO



HELPFUL HINTS

• Hair can be dry or damp.
• If needed mist hair with water for a better grip.
• Place ZIPA on angles for the back and sides of head. This
eliminates any hard lines.
• On the top section of the head foils can be placed in any
angle.
•  For thicker looking weaves or slices, hair should be back
to back.
• ZipA should be removed before washing

Press across the top edge
of the zigzag edge. This
will lock the hair into
place.

Fold the paper in half
and process.

With a looping movement,
gently move the hair down
onto the paper, channeling
the hair into the zigzag
edge.  Never pull or tug.
Once you have placed your
foil properly, you can adjust
your foil by placing the end of
your pintail comb under the
push up flap and adjusting the
foil up.

There are two basic methods to use the ZipA foil. The ZipA Traditional
Foiling Method can be used, which requires you to take your own
weave or slice, or, you can use the ZipA’s zigzag edge to select your
weaves or small slice sections as shown in the Weaving Edge
Method. It’s quick and easy, once you have learned how to place the
ZipA using the Traditional Method simply follow the 1, 2, 3 method of
lift, lock and fold for all application techniques. This simple method can
be used to create bold styles with back to back foils or, if you choose
to formulate foils in patterns with the ZipA Hair Formations using less
foils for a full foil look.

Use a pintail comb and
Lightly press the edge of
the comb along the
zigzag edge.

Use a small brush. Apply
 the color to the surface of the
Hair,do not over saturate.

Weaving Edge Method

The Weaving Edge Method is designed to foil the shortest of hair (as
short as one inch in length), long, thin, fine flyaway hair or other hard
to foil areas such as hairlines. The GripA hair grip is a must have
when using this method. Remember, hair should be dry and tangle
free when foiling long hair with this technique.

Part the hair and secure with a GripA
hair grip. Place the top zigzag edge
of the ZipA, with the paper side
facing up, to the hairline. Move the
paper down slightly to expose the
parted hairline above the zigzag
edge. Place three fingers across the
top of the ZipA and gently press the
paper to stabilize.

Use a pintail comb, skip the first
zigzag notch and slide the comb
across the parted hairline. Take a
thin layer of hair in section of weaves
or small slices; draw the hair onto
the paper. Take only the hair within
the zigzag edge of the paper.

Grasp both sides of the paper at the top
of the zigzag edge. In an upward
motion, gently wiggle the paper up over
the exposed hairline and insert the ZipA
slightly into the hair strands already
sectioned up (shown by the red arrow).
This will create a hook connection.
Press across the top edge to lock and
apply color or bleach, as shown in the
Traditional Method.

Traditional Weaving Method
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Hold the selected hair
strands up against the
head. This will create a
bottom part. Just above the
bottom part, shown by the
red arrow, with paper side
up, place the zigzag edge
of the paper slightly into the
strands that are being held
up (Approximately 1/4
inch).

Take a thin, even section of
hair along the parted
hairline in sections of
weaves or slices. If you
want thicker looking foils
you must place your foils
back to back or piggyback
your foils.
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